Paris, 04 June 2021

Press Release
EXPLORE REALIZES ITS 3RD BUILD-UP WITH THE ACQUISITION OF CODATA
Two months after the acquisition of SOCIETEINFO, EXPLORE, a leading player in the development of
B2B business solutions, is pursuing its development strategy and has announced the acquisition of
the Belgian company CODATA. This new merger will enable EXPLORE to deploy innovative solutions
on the B2B data market for retail chains and commercial real estate professionals, and thus
strengthen its position on its market.
Based in Namur (Belgium) and founded in 1989 by Claude Raick, CODATA offers the reference database
on the market describing the offer of commercial sites and locations in France and the Benelux,
through online search tools allowing the consultation and downloading of data.
This exclusive database, which is regularly updated, allows users to target and access details of retail
locations and sites, as well as a directory of the main players active in this market. The CODATA
database gives access to the description of more than 370,000 retail locations grouped into more than
4,600 sites (city centres, shopping centres, business parks and outlet centres). Field inventories are
carried out exclusively by specially trained internal teams, giving the CODATA database a high level of
quality and reliability. At the same time, a service offer in SaaS mode has been developed via a dynamic
and flexible cartographic interface designed to meet the needs of professionals in the sector.
This association between the two B2B data experts will enable EXPLORE to strengthen its presence in
the strategic market of commercial real estate professionals and retail networks. CODATA will benefit
from the technological, commercial and marketing support of EXPLORE's teams to develop its product
offer and strengthen its value proposition to the market.
With this acquisition, EXPLORE completes its 3rd external growth operation since the entry of ACTIVA
CAPITAL in January 2019. This transaction demonstrates the ability of ACTIVA CAPITAL, EXPLORE's
reference shareholder, to support entrepreneurial managers in the transformation of growing SMEs
and the structuring of external growth operations.
Laurent Nicouleau, Co-founder of EXPLORE, is delighted with this merger: "EXPLORE has been present
for many years on the commercial property market; our offer is mainly "project" oriented (construction
and renovation of buildings, urban development, CDAC-CNAC decisions, etc.). We were very impressed
by the high quality of the teams and the data produced by CODATA in the field. Associated with
EXPLORE, CODATA will have new operational resources to develop and strengthen their positions."
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Claude Raick, Founder of CODATA, adds: "I am delighted to be passing the torch to the EXPLORE teams.
Sharing the same values, they will be able to create human, technological and commercial synergies
alongside CODATA's employees. I am convinced that this combination of talents will allow the company
to develop fully in the coming years."
Alexandre Masson and Christophe Parier, Managing Partners of ACTIVA CAPITAL added: "This new
external growth operation for EXPLORE is in line with our desire to support ambitious founders to help
them accelerate their development. The combination of EXPLORE and CODATA offers promising
prospects for innovation and development for the Group's clients. "
Participants
Buyers
Explore: Laurent Nicouleau, Philippe Raison
Activa Capital: Alexandre Masson, Christophe Parier, David Quatrepoint, Elliot Thiéblin
Advisors: Arkens M&A Advisory (Emmanuel Rabréaud)
Financial Due Diligence: D’Ornano (Raphaëlle D’Ornano, Nicolas Bayle, Cédric Bolteau)
Tax, Legal and Social Due Diligence: D’Ornano (Raphaëlle D’Ornano, Yann Auregan), LHP (Amaury de
Cooman, Thibault le Hardy)
Corporate Lawyer: Hogan Lovells (Stéphane Huten, Florian Brechon, Franciane Rondet)
Financing Lawyer: Hogan Lovells (Alexander Premont, Luc Bontoux, Diane Ferriol)
Vendors
Codata: Claude Raick, Michael Raick
Corporate Lawyer: Legalside (Boris Zdravkov, Jean-François Jaminet)
Senior Financing
LCL (Karine Ségur), CIC Ouest (Guillaume Colosiez), BNP Paribas (Jérôme Halbert), Société Générale
(Hubert de Gérard)
Banks Lawyer: August Debouzy (Laure Bonin, Emmanuel Le Galloc’h)
About EXPLORE
EXPLORE is the leading player in the development of BtoB data intelligence solutions. The Group
produces and valorises descriptive and behavioural data on current events in companies and territories
to fuel business development, market analysis and customer knowledge. Today, EXPLORE has more
than 1,400 clients and over 50,000 users in the real estate, construction, energy, environment and
business services sectors.
www.explore.fr
About CODATA
Based in Namur (Belgium), CODATA offers decision support tools for retail and commercial real estate
professionals. With more than 370,000 commercial locations listed, CODATA offers regularly updated
data on sites such as Pied d'immeuble, Shopping Centres and Commercial Zones in France, Belgium and
Luxembourg. CODATA is the reference on the commercial and retail real estate market.
www.codata.eu
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About ACTIVA CAPITAL
Activa Capital is an independent private equity firm, owned by its partners, characterized by a proactive
build-up strategy. It currently manages more than €300 million on behalf of institutional investors by
investing in French SMEs and ETIs with high growth potential and an enterprise value of between €20
and €100 million. Activa Capital assists them to accelerate their development and international
presence. To find out more about Activa Capital, visit www.activacapital.com
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